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Jane F can clone and replace fixed code remotes with frequency
433.92MHz
Jane F s as efficient as the original remote or more
because designed to transmit 433.92 Mhz frequency, only
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DUPLICATION
• Place the original remote pointing the B area of Jane F
• Press and hold one of the A button, that you want duplicate
• After 6 seconds, the blue LED starts to flash, entering in clone mode
• When the blue LED flashes, press and hold the channel’s button of original remote and wait till
Jane’s blue LED stops to flash and becomes fixed
When the blue LED becomes fixed it means that the original code has been cloned and
transmitted from original remote into Jane F
• Then, the blue led remains steady for 2 seconds and then it turns off
• Release the A button and the button of the original remote
• Then duplication is complete

A button and repeat the operation.
If the blue LED after flashing turns off, it means that cloning process
is not active and it maintains the original code or the code previously
duplicated.
Repeat then the operation, pressing the button of external remote
immediately after the blue LED starts to flash.
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To duplicate the code from a second channel choose another

Every single channel - button of Jane F is combined to a basic code different than each other.
These basic codes are programmed to recognize and match the RXJF-2C receiver.
During cloning process any single channel-button of Jane F will learn the new code transmitted
by the external remote, and it deletes previous code.
Deleting the basic code, the new code could be not compatible with RXJF-2C receiver.
COMBINED JANE F WITH THE 2 CHANNELS OF RXJF2C RECEIVER
Remove the top cover of the receiver so you can see the only button in the electronic card.
Channel 1
• Press and release the receiver’s button to turn on the green led combined with channel 1
• Bring Jane F close to the receiver and press one of the A button to combined it with channel 1
• When the green led flashes one time it means that receiver is matched with A button
Channel 2
• se twice the receiver’s button: the red led combined with channel 2 turns on.
• Bring Jane F close to the receiver and press another A button to combined it with channel 2
• When the red led flashes one time it means that the receiver is matched with A button
For more information please read receiver instructions

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Frequency

433,92 MHz

Power pack

lithium battery 3v (CR032)

Encoding

fixed code

Number of channels

2-4

Consumption in transmission

14 mA

Type oscillator
Guarantee: 24 months

SAW
Manufacturing and technology: 100% made in Italy

Declaration of conformity:
The undersigned Luigino Pellattiero , as legal representative of Italfile Srl, declares that remotes
JF xxx-2/ JFxxx-4 have been manufactured according to the following standards:
Directive 2004/108/CE: known as Electromagnetic Compatibility directive
Directive 2002/95/CE: Known as directive RoHS
Therefore Jane F remotes are made in compliance with the current regulations.

Luigino Pellattiero - Vicenza (Italy) 1-10-2011

